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Outline

• Focus will be on gluon-fusion production

• Review of theoretical formulation

• Issue #1: PDFs and the strong coupling

• Issue #2: the jet veto



Survey of Higgs results



Phenomenological profile
From CMS:

•Primary production mode for 
these channels is gluon fusion; 
must carefully consider our 
understanding of this channel



Difficulties

• Famously sensitive to large QCD corrections; difficult 
to calculate to requisite order in QCD 

Dawson; Djouadi, Graudenz, Spira, Zerwas, 1991, 1995



Effective interactions

Getting the next terms 
requires new techniques

Effective field theory: exploit heavy mass of virtual particles

Two scales: 
MHiggs, mtop

Only mtopOnly MHiggs O(M2Higgs/4m2top)



The Higgs Lagrangian

Summarized in an “effective Lagrangian” for Higgs-
gluon interactions
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Unreasonably effective EFT
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analytic continuation to 
time-like form factorNLO in the EFT:

eikonal emission of soft gluons

z=MH2/(x1x2s)

Identical factors in full theory with σ0 →  σLO, full theory

error of 10% on 100% correction

MH=2mt

NNLO study of 1/mt suppressed 
operators, matched to large s-hat 
limit, large indicates this persists 
Harlander, Mantler, Marzani, Ozeren; Pak, Rogal, 
Steinhauser 2009
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Gluon-fusion: exclusive

•Two fully differential, NNLO tools exist for the study of cuts in Higgs searches

FEHIP: based on sector decomposition to handle IR 
singularities at NNLO Anastasiou, Melnikov, FP 2004-5

HNNLO: uses a subtraction method motivated by qT 
resummation Catani, Grazzini 2007-8



Ingredients for the prediction

Differential EFT through NNLO for top quark, 
normalized to exact LO result (no difference if exact 
NLO top contribution added) FEHiP: Anastasiou, Melnikov FP 
2005; HNNLO: Catani, Grazzini 2007

For inclusive result, bottom-quark contributions 
exactly through NLO HIGLU: Spira

Exact 2-loop electroweak corrections Actis, Passarino, Sturm, 
Uccirati 2008 together with estimate of QCD corrections
Anastasiou, Boughezal FP 2008



Error accounting

• PDFs+strong coupling+scale errors: 15-20%

• Use of EFT for top quark: less than 1% for masses less 
than 350 GeV

• Bottom-quark terms: use of pole, MSbar masses lead to 
an error estimate of 1-2%

• EW terms: conservatively estimated at 1%

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/CrossSections

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/CrossSections
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/CrossSections


PDF uncertainties

• Higgs cross section very sensitive to gluon distribution and strong 
coupling; begins at O(αS2), and higher order corrections very large...  

• Some recent discussions regarding large variation of Higgs cross section 
with pdf sets

(from D. de Florian)



NMC data and the gluon

NMC: Q2<40 GeV2 muon-nucleon scattering

NMC gives both dσ and F2; fit to which?
F2 was extracted before QCD corrections to R known
MSTW uses F2; ABKM (lowest σH) uses dσ

•However, both MSTW and 
NNPDF find small effects when 
switching from F2 to dσ



Tevatron jet data



The jet-veto in gluon fusion

•Inclusive scale variation 10%; with a 25 
GeV jet veto, 5-6%!

•Having Δσveto<Δσtot doesn’t seem 
correct; σveto has a more complicated 
structure and a larger expansion 
parameter, αS ln2(mH/pT,cut) rather than αSAnastasiou, Dissertori, Stoeckli 2007

•Toughest cut from theoretical 
perspective is the jet veto

•Required in WW channel due to 
background composition

•25-30 GeV jet cut envisioned; restriction 
of radiation leads to large logs



Cancellations

•Study of cross section structure by Stewart, Tackmann

•Accidental cancellation between large corrections to total cross 
section and logarithms, leading to reduced scale error.  No reason 
to persist at higher orders



Explicit demonstration
•Further evidence: three ways of extending the calculation of the 0-jet 
event fraction that differ by O(αS3) w.r.t. leading order

Banfi, Salam, Zanderighi, to appear in Yellow Report 2

•Gives results differing from 0.5 
to 0.85 for a 30 GeV veto 



BNL accord
•A solution using fixed-order results pointed out by Tackmann/Stewart

In the limit of ln(mH/pT,cut) 
large, σtot and σ≥1 have 
independent expansions

Gives expected result, that 
Δσveto>Δσtot

Agreed to as the procedure 
for LHC error treatment at 
2011 BNL workshop



Jet fractions

•Can be easily translated to be in terms of fractions of events in 0, 1, 2 
jet bins



Conclusions

• Theory for Higgs is under good control; residual 
errors at the 20% level, all sources (bottom, EW, 
EFT, PDFs,...) thought through extensively

• Major issue are cuts on phase space.  The jet veto 
is a problem, and the standard scale variation 
doesn’t properly capture higher-order terms in the 
series.

• Open for discussion!


